Circular walks

from Sampford Brett

All walks start from the Village Hall car park, which is located just past the Church,
on the left-hand side of the road opposite the Village Hall.
The walks are not suitable for wheelchairs.
Dog walkers are asked to respect the farmers by keeping their dogs under control at
all times and to use the dog bin which is situated on the wall of the Old Rectory, half
way down the main street of the village.
Walk.
Distance
Time

Sampford Brett, Williton, Sampford Brett
2 miles
1 hour

The walks are not suitable for wheelchairs.
Dog walkers are asked to respect the farmers by keeping their dogs under control at
all times and to use the dog bin which is situated on the wall of the Old Rectory, half
way down the main street of the village.
From the car park turn right past Brett Water Cottage and the Church. On the left is
the former schoolhouse and school, now both private residences. On the wall is the
Fuller-Acland-Hood family who
coat-of-arms of the
endowed the village
school in 1868.
At the junction by the
Church continue straight on up the
hill and down to the
A358. This road is known locally as
Sribbens Lane, named
after a former resident in one of the
cottages on the right.
Cross the A358 carefully. Take the track straight ahead [WL 20/5] which goes to the
left of the garage workshop and continue past Sampford Mill Farm.
Bearing left, go through the gate signed for Williton, with a Macmillan Way marker
and follow the path along the hedge [WL 20/8]. Continue through the gates until the
outskirts of Williton are reached. In the corner of the field, instead of turning right
onto a short track into Williton itself, turn left and follow the hedge up the hill,
turning left at the top and then shortly afterwards right across and up the hill [WL

20/7]. At the top of the field there is evidence of a former quarry here. On the right at
the top there is a stile which joins a short track which continues straight on to the
A358 at Raglan’s Cross. Cross this road carefully. Take the road straight ahead past
houses on both sides. The road descends a hill, known as the Rocks and comes out at
crossroads at the bottom of the hill. Turn left into the main street of Sampford Brett
and continue towards the Church. At the junction by the Church turn right and the car
park is on the left opposite the Village Hall.

